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A spin around the world
(in 30 minutes).

The changing dynamics of the alcohol 
industry; and inspirations for the future.

March 2022  MDLR
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The alcohol market is in dynamic change, affecting consumer and operator choices.

Consumers increasingly seek experiential, premiumised beverages.

More and more we see an educated “connoisseur” consumer; demanding specificity.

Why are we here today?

Source: Global Data PLA 2022
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“Reserve Stores” sold alcohol,
including traditional Italian
cocktails as well as local beers,
wines, and spirits.

Starbucks initially saw positive sales from alcohol sales in several countries…

Source: Global Data Research

Although the initiative ended, it marked a clear shift in perceptions and views as to where, when and why alcohol
could be consumed. No longer the reserve of the pub or the FSR, alcohol’s future may well be in new channels…
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And you will face increasingly diverse and challenging competition…

The Hemperor
A widly distributed beer brand where the
drinks are known for its pungent weed-like
smell, perfectly balanced to amplify the
hoppy flavors of the “Hemp Pale Ale.”

The market will see new competitors using new ingredients, and offering new claims to steal share away from traditional
beverages. For example: as CBD / Hemp usage becomes increasingly accepted, new competitors will arrive on the scene…

Molson Coors Beverage Co
In a joint venture with cannabis goods company Hexo Corp,
launched a line of CBD-infused drinks and CBD extracts under
the Truss Beverages Brand in Canada that offers drinks with
THC:CBD combinations of various strengths.

Source: Global Data PLA 2022
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Delivering tomorrow’s winning beverage solution, will mean merging multiple themes

Which of these are “ESSENTIAL” when selecting drink items?

Data Source: GlobalData Consumer Surveys



Data metrics: 
The alcohol market today…
…and expectations for tomorrow…
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Global retail alcohol sales recovering well after the covid-affected 2020.
The retail alcohol market will be worth more than it was in 2019, by the end of this year for both volume and value. This is a strong
bounce-back from covid, especially given the challenged economic conditions as seen in many countries as a result. Value growth
ahead of volume growth suggests higher priced items such as more premium and more experiential products will drive retail growth.
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Data Source: GlobalData Intelligence Centre Feb 2022.
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But in foodservice, harder hit in 2020 and 2021 by covid, recovery is more challenged…
The 28% loss in volume in 2020 will be hard to recover. Indeed, despite ~3% CAGR growth to 2025, GlobalData does not see
the alcohol market in foodservice recovering to its 2019 size until 2026 (at the earliest). Combine significant outlet closures
with a foodservice consumer seeking non-alcohol solutions; a perfect storm for challenged future in foodservice alcohol.
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2017-2021 Growth Rate = -5.9%
2021-2025 4 Year CAGR = 6.9% 

YoY 3.8% -0.2% -35.1% 16.8% 16.4% 5.1% 3.3% 3.2%

Data Source: GlobalData Intelligence Centre Feb 2022.
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The world is changing in front of our eyes, yesterday’s customer is not tomorrow’s…
In the foodservice world, Asia will soon be 53% of all spend, up 7 points from 2017 a change worth millions of dollars; this growth 
in Asia leads to a decline in market share from Europe and LATAM.  A similar story in Retail where we see MEA take meaningful 
share (as the region sees some relaxing of “dry” laws; and some growth in the Asian retail market (albeit not the growth seen in FS).
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Data Source: GlobalData Intelligence Centre Feb 2022.
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We must consider regionality; leveraging regional fluctuations will drive sales growth…
Little consistency here, certainly a need to focus on FABs and spirits.  Interestingly, nowhere do we see beer/lager as a top grower.  
The world is changing, and so must we. 
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Beer remains a critical category; worthy of investment and attention…
Beer share of market in FS and Retail will continue to be dominant in volume terms, if not value.
How can we leverage the strength of beer AND the power of the new developing categories to grow exports?...

51%49%

Value by 2025

33%
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Value by 2025
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Beer Contribution

Retail Beer
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27%
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Data Source: GlobalData Intelligence Centre Feb 2022.



Factors influencing the next five years….
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Globally, there are clear winners in retail to focus upon.
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Fastest Growing Alcohol Categories

By Value CAGR 2021-2025 retail.

Data Source: GlobalData Intelligence Centre Feb 2022.
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Foodservice, five clear winners also emerge; with only 2 similar categories to retail…
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Fastest Growing Alcohol Categories

By Value CAGR 2021-2025 foodservice.

Data Source: GlobalData Intelligence Centre Feb 2022.
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Increasingly, your consumer wants “high quality”, “premium” beverages…

Perhaps the most significant shift in consumer demand in the last 10 years has been the move to demanding quality ingredients, 
that result in premiumised beverages.  Your consumer of the future will reward you for higher quality ingredients.  Almost one-
third of consumers state this need; it is critical that we deliver.

Low price/cheap, 
18%

Multi-
benefit/multi-

functional, 10%

High Quality
Ingredients

31%

Large 
product/portion 

size, 12%

Discounted/on 
promotion, 15%

Practical, 15%

For alcoholic beverages, what does 
‘good value for money’ mean to you?

Flying Fish Seltzer
Made with highest quality ingredients,
water, alcohol, and a dash of fruit juice.

Data Source: GlobalData Consumer Surveys
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But: health and ethics will increasingly come into play; keep this consumer front of mind

Low price/cheap, 
18%

Multi-
benefit/multi-

functional, 10%

High Quality
Ingredients

31%

Large 
product/portion 

size, 12%

Discounted/on 
promotion, 15%

Practical, 
15%

For alcoholic beverages, what does 
‘good value for money’ mean to you?

Made from 100 per cent Scottish grown cereals and
fresh highland water from Loch Katrine, this crisp and
malty-tasting lager has 37.5 % less calories than other
light beers– the lowest cal lager available in Scotland.

Data Source: GlobalData Consumer Surveys

Increasingly the consumer today, and your future consumer, wants to see balance.  A balance of benefits, practicality, quality. 
Supporting the consumer with their ethics and values will become a way to win; leverage your credentials here.
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The future alcoholic beverage consumer must be stimulated… satisfy curiosity!

39%

30%

20%
19%

15%

43%

27%
25%

21%

15%

Curiosity (or bored with
current)

Friend / family
recommendation

Advertisement /
reviews

Positive sampling
experience

Brand trust

What would motivate you to try new ingredients or flavors?

Alcoholic drinks Non-alcoholic drinks

Coors Seltzer
A Mango variety of Seltzer under the Coors
banner that claims to help restore 500 liters
of Canada's water. Low in alcohol (4.5%
ABV) and low calories (90 calories per
355ml) and zero sugar.

Curiosity is a driver of testing new ingredients or flavours.  Where you offer bold new ingredients or flavours be sure to shout loud 
and clear and grab the consumer that is looking for a spark to ignite a new passion.

Data Source: GlobalData Consumer Surveys
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Velvet Burger is located in New Zealand. It has three stores in
Auckland, Dunedin and Christchurch each. Provides best
gourmet burgers along with beer in all three stores.

Offers international and local craft beers such as
Emerson’s Range, Epic, Tuatara, Zeffer, Speight’s,
Amstel light, and “Moa” a locally brewed craft beer.

Velvet Burger offers premium, fast dining experience with their specialized Velvet Lady Burger.                              
Famous among customers is the inclusion of craft beers designed to match the burger choices!

Fast Casual.  Essentially “Premium QSR”, laser-focused on experience.



New Horizon: Connoisseur Consumer; Craft Style.
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Craft / artisan solutions are increasingly attractive to consumers

of consumers agree that “Craft/artisanal is
better quality than regular drink"

Data Source: GlobalData Consumer Surveys

The rise of premium beverages that are either made-in-store for the consumer, or that leverage artisan craft-style operations are
increasingly key to sales in both retail and foodservice environments. There is no slowing down of this trend, and it will be bolstered
specifically by the growth of Fast Casual….

Key note: The Fast Casual marketplace will be the “channel to watch” 
for artisan beverages, especially alcohol and low-alcohol solutions as 

increasingly we see licensed premises and the high likelihood that 
these beverages will steal from CSDs

57% 55%
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Connoisseur consumers look for triggers to engage their interest, such as heritage…

32%

24%

16%

22%

13%
16%

Beer Cider Spirit

Connoisseur Consumers Regular Consumers

“Highest spending” consumers, 
by category

Connoisseur consumers prefer to experiment with alcoholic drinks, when compared to standard to find increased creativity, 
authenticity, heritage, and great quality.  And they will PAY MORE for these products…!

Referencing “Heritage” and tasting notes, as well as recommended
food pairings, this is a gold standard example of how to elevate beer
selection…and prices. The challenge:
how to do this around the world using Scottish brands.

Data Source: GlobalData Consumer Surveys
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21% 20%
17% 17%

14%
11%

Preservative-free Real ingredients Free from synthetic ingredients Organic Minimally processed Plant-based ingredients

What does ‘natural’ mean to you?

Today, “Natural” offers you a clear opportunity to win the connoisseur…
How can Scottish manufacturers lead with messages of, effectively, clean label and authentic products?
Merging “Natural” themes, with those already seen will offer reason for consumers and retailers to believe in Scottish provenance

Data Source: GlobalData Consumer Surveys
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Trunk Coffee & Craft Beer is a coffee and beer shop located in Nagoya,
Japan. It is an independent store with great ambience and drinks. They
specialize in specialty coffee and craft beers.

Their offerings include - Imperial Coffee Porter 8%, Shiga Kogen Beer, 
Trunk Coffee, Wa Saison IPA 6%, Ise Kadoya and much more.

Trunk Coffee & Craft Beer offers best tap craft beer in Nagoya, with its specialty coffee
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Alcohol’s “connoisseur consumers” demand authenticity and heritage.
Engage, educate, share, inform.  Connect and inspire.



Final inspirations…
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Whether in foodservice or retail channels, make sure you are winning with the winners
Win with the Hypermarket and Supermarket channel in retail and be aware of declining importance of the convenience channel
here. In foodservice, the restaurant sector is dominant, but opportunities in the sizeable pub and hotel channels exist.

42%

29%

18%

11%

2025

Hypermarkets & Supermarkets

Convenience Stores

Food & drinks specialists

Others

Restaurant

Pub, Club & Bar

Accommodation

Others

56%
29%

6%

9%

2025

RETAIL Channel Share of Market FOODSERVICE Channel Share of Market

In both sectors, winning with the three largest channels ensures you 
will be playing in 91% of the sector.

Data Source: GlobalData Intelligence Centre Feb 2022.
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Heritage!
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Community!
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Authenticity!



Our pleasure to support the conference. 
Thank you.


